
Symbolic Arithmetical Reasoning with Quali�ed Number RestrictionsHans J�urgen Ohlbach, Renate A. Schmidt and Ullrich HustadtMax-Planck-Institut f�ur InformatikIm Stadtwald, 66123 Saarbr�ucken, GermanyEmail: fohlbach, schmidt, hustadtg@mpi-sb.mpg.deAbstractMany inference systems used for concept de-scription logics are constraint systems that em-ploy tableaux methods. These have the dis-advantage that for reasoning with quali�ednumber restrictions n new constant symbolsare generated for each concept of the form(� n R C). In this paper we present an al-ternative method that avoids the generation ofconstants and uses a restricted form of sym-bolic arithmetic considerably di�erent from thetableaux method. The method we use is in-troduced in Ohlbach, Schmidt and Hustadt1995 for reasoning with graded modalities. Weexploit the exact correspondence between theconcept description language ALCN and themulti-modal version of the graded modal logicK and show how the method can be applied toALCN as well.This paper is a condensed version of Ohlbach etal. 1995. We omit proofs and much of the tech-nical details, but we include some examples.1 The description logic ALCN+The description logic ALCN de�ned in Hollunder andBaader 1991 extends the logic ALC of Schmidt-Schau�and Smolka 1991 with numerical quanti�er constructs.The logic ALC can be viewed as a restricted form of amulti-modal logic, called K(m) [Schild,1991]. The lan-guage of ALC includes the operations u (conjunction),t (disjunction), : (negation), 9 (existential role quan-ti�cation) and 8 (universal role quanti�cation), and itincludes two designated primitive concepts > (top) and? (bottom). The Boolean operations correspond to thepropositional connectives in modal logic, and role quan-ti�er expressions of the general form 9R :C and 8R :Ccorrespond to the modal formulae hRiC and [R]C, re-spectively. The numerical quanti�er constructs in thelanguage of ALCN have the general form(� n R C) and (� n R C)(with n � 0) and have modal correspondents as well[van der Hoek and de Rijke,1992]. (� n R C) and

(� n R C) de�ne sets of elements which have, respec-tively, at least n and at most n successors by R in C.For example,city = place u (1)(� 100 001 inhabited-by people)de�nes the concept city to be a place with more than100 000 inhabitants.The language we consider is slightly more expressivethan ALCN . Our version, referred to as ALCN+, hasno restrictions on the inclusion statements. On the lefthand side of inclusions arbitrary concepts may occur,whereas in ALCN only atomic concepts can occur onthe left hand side. Also, terminological cycles are al-lowed. ALCN+ coincides with the language ALCNRconsidered in Buchheit et al. 1993, except that role con-junction is not provided for.Formally, the syntax of ALCN+ is de�ned as follows.The signature of the terminological language of ALCN+consists of a set �R of role names and a disjoint set �Cof concept names. From role names Q 2 �R and conceptnames A 2 �C compound concept terms C are formedaccording to the following rules:C;D �! A j :C jC u D jC t D j9R :C j 8R :C j(� n R C) j (� n R C) jC v D jC = D:n is a non-negative integer. Most authors de�ne thesymbols v and = to be sentential symbols. We de�nethem to be connectives just as u and t are. Note, weconsider terminological sentences of the formC v D andC = D to be concept terms. In ALCN terminologicalsentences are constrained to be of the form A v C andA = C, where A are concept names. A T-Box is de�nedas a set of concept terms.The semantics of ALCN+ is speci�ed by an interpre-tation I = (U; V ) with U a non-empty set U (the do-main of interpretation) and a signature assignment V .The signature assignment maps role names to binary re-lations on U and it maps concept names to subsets of U .The interpretation of concept terms C and D speci�ed



by: CI = V (C) if C is a concept name(C v D)I = (U nCI) [ DI(C = D)I = (U n (CI [ DI)) [ (CI \ DI ))and as usual for the remaining operations. Atomic con-cept names in a T-Box T are interpreted as the entiredomain and are all equivalent to the top concept >. >is the largest element in the subsumption ordering. Thecomplement of > is ? and represents the empty set.An interpretation I = (U; V ) with CI = U for all con-cept terms C in the T-Box T is a model of T . A conceptterm C is universal i� CI = U for all interpretationsI. C is empty or incoherent i� CI = ; for all interpre-tations I. The entailment relation j= between conceptterms is de�ned by: C j= D i� DI = U for every inter-pretation I of C. Then C j= D i� C v D is universal i�C u :D is empty.We treat sets fC1; : : : ; Cng of concept terms in thesame way as the conjunction C1 u : : : u Cn. Thus, agiven T-Box T will be treated as the conjunction of itselements.In contrast to other terminological languages the lan-guage ALCN+ includes no role-forming operators. Rolesthat occur are all atomic. To simplify our presentation,without loss of generality we assume there is one atomicrole R.2 The graded modal logic KThe corresponding modal logic of ALCN+ is the multi-modal version of the graded modal logic K (de�ned forexample in van der Hoek 1992). Graded modalities aremodal operators indexed with cardinal numbers which�x the number of worlds in which a formula is true. Theformula 3n' (with n a non-negative integer) is true in aworld i� there are more than n accessible worlds in whichthe formula ' is also true. The dual formula 2n', givenby :3n:', is then true in a world i� there are at mostn accessible worlds in which :' is true. Another form ofgraded modal formula is 3!n'. 3!0' abbreviates 20:'and 3!n' abbreviates 3n�1' ^ :3n' for n > 0. 3!n' istrue in a word i� ' is true in exactly n accessible worlds.More formally, the semantics of the graded modal oper-ators is de�ned in terms of one accessibility relation, sayR, by: M; x j=K 3n'i� jfy jR(x; y) &M; y j=K 'gj > nM; x j=K 2n'i� jfy jR(x; y) &M; y j=K :'gj � nM; x j=K 3!n'i� jfy jR(x; y) &M; y j=K 'gj = n:M denotes a model and x, y denote possible worlds. Forany set X, jXj denotes the cardinality of X. The modalversion of (� n R C) is 3n�1C and the modal version of(� n R C) is 2n:C. We think of the diamond and box

operators being associated with the accessibility relationthat de�nes the role R.The logic K has a Hilbert-style presentation �K thatis sound and complete with respect to its natural pos-sible worlds semantics [Fine,1972; de Caro,1988]. �K isde�ned by the following axiomsA1 the axioms of propositional logicA2 `K 3n+1'!3n'A3 `K 20('! )! (3n'!3n )A4 `K 20:(' ^  )!((3!n' ^3!m )!3!n+m(' _  ))together with the uniform substitution rule, Modus Po-nens, and the necessitation rule for 20:US if ' is a theorem so is every substitution instanceof 'MP if `K ' and `K '! then `K  N if `K ' then `K 20'.Van der Hoek 1992 shows K is decidable.3 ALCN+ and KWe now show that ALCN+ can be embedded in K. De-�ne a mapping � from ALCN+ to K by:� (C) = C if C is an atomic concept� (:C) = :� (C)� (C u D) = � (C) ^ � (D)� (C t D) = � (C) _ � (D)� (C v D) = � (C)! � (D)� (C = D) = � (C)$ � (D)� (9R :C) = 30� (C)� (8R :C) = 20� (C)� (� n R C) = 3n�1� (C)� (� n R C) = 2n:� (C)Theorem 1 The translation � is sound and complete:For any concept C, C is universal i� � (C) is a tautology,i.e. j=K � (C).Proof. Let I = (U; V ) be any interpretation of a T-Boxof ALCN+. Let M be the modal model (U;RI ; V ). Byinduction on the structure of C prove, for every x 2 U :x 2 CI i� M; x j=K � (C). The proof is routine and weomit the details. 2SinceK is sound and complete, �K provides an axiom-atization for ALCN+ with one role (that is both soundand complete). We have:Theorem 2 For any concept C, C is universal i� itstranslation � (C) is provable in �K.A sound and complete axiomatisation for ALCN+ witharbitrarily many roles is given by the multi-modal ver-sion of �K in which each modal operator is indexed withan R.



4 Reasoning for ALCN+Tableaux systems like the constraint system describedin Hollunder and Baader 1991, for description logicswith numerical quanti�er constructs, are based on theset-theoretic semantics and generate for each numericalquanti�er � n (or 3n�1) n new constant symbols. Forlarge n as in the sample de�nition (1) this is infeasible.On the other hand, the axiomatization of K is formu-lated with arithmetical terms, and in principle, this al-lows for invoking arithmetical computations, thus, avoid-ing the manipulation of explicitly generated constants.However, Hilbert systems have other disadvantages thatmakes them unsuitable to form the basis for automatedreasoning.Ohlbach et al. 1995 show that the axiomatization �Kof K can be transformed into a �rst-order theory thatexactly captures K. The �rst-order theory is de�ned bythe set of clauses P1{P12 given in Figure 1 below.Theorem 3 Any graded modal formula ' is provable inK i� its �rst-order translation FO(') is a logical con-sequence of the �rst-order theory i� :FO(') in clauseform is refutable from P1{P12.P1{P12 are obtained in two reduction steps.The �rst reduction embeds K in an intermediarymulti-modal logic, called KE , with a standardKripke semantics.The second reduction uses an optimization of thefunctional translation method of multi-modal log-ics into sorted predicate logic [Ohlbach andSchmidt,1995].The �rst reduction is necessary, because the functionaltranslation method is formulated for multi-modal logicsand K is not a multi-modal logic in the usual sense thateach modality is associated with a di�erent binary re-lation (in K every modality 3n is associated with thesame relation R).5 The logics KE and KKE has two kinds of modalities:(i) hni and [n], which are characterized in the Kripkeframes by in�nitely but countably many di�erentrelations Rn (n 2 IN0), and(ii) 3 and 2, which are characterized by a designatedrelation E.Ohlbach et al. translate formulae ofK to formulae ofKEaccording to the following rules (for modal operators):�(3n') = hni2�(')�(2n') = [n]3�('): (2)The intuitive idea underlying the translation of 3n' isthis: If ' is true in a set Y of worlds with more than nelements then we introduce an accessibility relation Rnthat connects the actual world and a world wY whichwe can think of as being a representative for the set Y .This de�nes the hni operator. 2' and its associated

accessibility relation E expresses that ' is true in all theworlds of the set Y . E can be thought of as the reversemembership relation. Thus, hni2' encodes `there is aset with more than n elements (encoded by hni) and ' istrue for all the elements of this set (encoded by 2)'. Forexample, consider the formula 33'. According to thesemantic de�nition 33' is true in a world x i� there areat least 4 worlds to which x is R-related. This de�nitionis depicted in the �rst picture below. The second picturedepicts our new alternative view.x y1y2y3y4RRRR x Y y1y2y3y4R3 EEEEThe relation R is replaced by the relational compositionof the two new relations R3 and E. In the process wehave introduced a new world which we labelled Y as itis meant to represent the set of worlds y1, y2, y3 and y4.KE has a Hilbert-style axiomatisation �KE . The ax-ioms and rules are:N1 the axioms of propositional logic and Modus PonensN2 the K-axioms for [n] and 2:`KE [n]('! )! ([n]'! [n] )`KE 2('! )! (2'!2 )N3 the necessitation rules for [n] and 2:if `KE ' then `KE [n]'if `KE ' then `KE 2'N4 `KE [0]3'! [n]2'N5 `KE hni2'!hni3'N6 `KE [n]'! [n+ 1]'N7 `KE hn +mi2(' _  )! (hni2' _ hmi2 )N8 `KE hni2' ^ hmi2 ^ [j]3:(' ^  )!hn+m+ 1� ji2(' _  ):Here, N8 is in a more general form than that of Ohlbachet al. 1995 without changing KE . The resulting set of�rst-order clauses obtained by the reduction to come islarger and better suited for our purposes, though.Theorem 4 The transformation of K to KE is soundand complete: for any graded modal formula ', ' isprovable from �K i� its translation � (de�ned in (2)for modal formulae) is provable from �KE .6 KE and �rst-order logicOne of the axioms of KE is not �rst-order de�nable,if we use, in the second reduction step, the standardrelational translation of multi-modal logics to �rst-orderlogic. Using the functional translation we can avoid thisproblem [Ohlbach and Schmidt,1995]. Furthermore, the



P1 den(w�); [w�xnz] = [w�fn0 (w�; xn; z)y]P2 AFm v AFn for all m > nP3 :den(w�); dem(w�) for all m > nP4 den+m(w�); [w�xn+mh1nm(w�; xn+m; y)] = [w�h2nmn (w�; xn+m; y; z)y]P5 den+m(w�); [w�xn+mh1nm(w�; xn+m; y)] = [w�h3nmn (w�; xn+m; y)z]P6 demax(n;m)(w�); :den+m+1(w�); [w�xnk1nm(w�; xn; ym)] = [w�ymk2nm(w�; xn; ym)]P7 demax(n;m)(w�); [w�xnk3nm(w�; xn; ym)] = [w�ymk4nm(w�; xn; ym)];[w�xnk5nm(w�; xn; z)] = [w�knmn+m+1(w�; xn; ym)z];[w�ymk6nm(w�; ym; z)] = [w�knmn+m+1(w�; xn; ym)z]:P8 demax(n;m)(w�); :den+m+1�j(w�); [w�f7nmjj (w�; xn; xm)u] = [w�xnf5nmj(w�; xn; u)]P9 demax(n;m)(w�); :den+m+1�j(w�); [w�f7nmjj (w�; xn; xm)u] = [w�xmf6nmj(w�; xm; u)]P10 demax(n;m)(w�); :dej(w�); [w�f1nmjn+m+1�j(w�; v; xn)v] = [w�xnf2nmj(w�; v; xn)];[w�f3nmjn+m+1�j(w�; v; xm)v] = [w�xmf4nmj(w�; v; xm)]P11 demax(n;m)(w�); [w�f1nmjn+m+1�j (w�; v; xn)v] = [w�xnf2nmj(w�; v; xn)];[w�f3nmjn+m+1�j(w�; v; xm)v] = [w�xmf4nmj(w�; v; xm)];[w�f7nmjj (w�; xn; xm)u] = [w�xnf5nmj(w�; xn; u)]P12 demax(n;m)(w�); [w�f1nmjn+m+1�j (w�; v; xn)v] = [w�xnf2nmj(w�; v; xn)];[w�f3nmjn+m+1�j(w�; v; xm)v] = [w�xmf4nmj(w�; v; xm)];[w�f7nmjj (w�; xn; xm)u] = [w�xmf6nmj(w�; xm; u)]Figure 1: The �rst-order theory that captures KE , K and ALCN+ with one role.functional approach has computational advantages overthe standard relational translation method.Recall, the relational translation of modal logics iscommonly denoted by ST and uses the Kripke seman-tics de�nition, see e.g. van Benthem 1984. For (multi-)modal operators, ST is de�ned by:ST(hRi'; x) = 9y R(x; y) ^ ST('; y)ST([R]'; x) = 8y R(x; y)!ST('; y)The functional translation method [Ohlbach,1991] isbased on the fact that any binary relation R can be de-�ned by a set AFR of partial functions, namely:R(x; y) $ 9 2 AF y = (x):The functional translation �f for (multi-) modal formu-lae is:�f (hRi'; x) = :deR(x) ^ 9:AFR �f ('; #(; x))�f ([R]'; x) = :deR(x)!8:AFR �f ('; #(; x)):The term :deR(x) is meant to capture that x is not adead-end in the relation R, i.e.R is de�ned for x. # is the`apply' function, so, we can think of the term #(; x) asrepresenting (x). Total (serial) relations can be de�nedby a set of total functions and have a simpler functionalformulation not involving dead-end predicates. The re-lation E in the semantics of KE is a total relation. For
modal operators, like 2 of KE , which are determined bya total relation the functional translation �f is given by:�f (hRi'; x) = 9:AFR �f ('; #(; x))�f ([R]'; x) = 8:AFR �f ('; #(; x)):Take for example this concept(� 1 R (� 1 R (� 4 R >))):Its modal translation by � is 303033>. The �rst reduc-tion by � (in (2)) yields itsKE-version: h0i2h0i2h3i2>.According to the functional translation the second reduc-tion yields, for a world w (in a simpli�ed form)::de0(w)^ 9�:AF0 8:AFE :de0([�]w)^ 9�:AF0 8�:AFE :de3([���]w): (3)den is an abbreviated notation for deRn . Note, sinceE is a total relation it is de�ned by a set AFE of totalfunctions, which implies the dead-end predicates deE aresuperuous.Likewise the axioms �KE ofKE can be systematicallytranslated into their functional representation. We omitthe details, but see Ohlbach et al. 1995. This transla-tion does not yet give us P1{P12 of Figure 1. It yieldsa set of second-order formulae. To compute the �rst-order equivalents, we use the elimination algorithm of



second-order quanti�ers of Gabbay and Ohlbach 1992 to-gether with an optimization step developed in Ohlbachand Schmidt 1995. The resulting clauses are P1{P12.(Again, we omit the details.)Ohlbach and Schmidt 1995 prove:Theorem 5 The functional translation is sound andcomplete relative to the completeness of the relationaltranslation.The theorem applies to extensions of the normal multi-modal logic K(m). Let � be the additional axioms thatde�ne the extension. The theorem says, more formally,provided the second-order relational translation of the ex-tension � is complete with respect to a �rst-order classof frames, ' is provable in � i� �f (�)!�f (') is apredicate logic theorem. (�f is the functional translationmapping for axioms and rules that uses the translationmapping �f for modal formulae.)Ohlbach and Schmidt 1995 also prove a stronger the-orem for the functional translation together with an op-timization that allows for functional existential and uni-versal quanti�ers to be swapped arbitrarily. This rule ex-ploits that one relational frame in general corresponds tomany `functional frames', and there is always one whichis rich enough to allow for moving existential quanti�ersover universal quanti�ers.Theorem 6 The functional translation with the quanti-�er exchange rule is sound and complete relative to thecompleteness of the relational translation.Combining Theorems 4 to 6 it is easy to see that thesequence of translations which we described in Sections 5and 6 is sound and complete. For any K-formula ', wehave ' is a K-theorem i� (P1{P12)!�(�f (')) is apredicate logic theorem. This is the main theorem whichwe stated earlier in Theorem 3. The operation FO ofTheorem 3 is the combination of theK toKE translation� and the KE to predicate logic translation �f followedby �, the optimized functional translation. � is theoperation that moves existential functional quanti�ersinwards over universal quanti�ers. This operation is notmandatory. It is useful for replacing in complete modallogics, modal axioms that alone (without the interactionwith other axioms and rules) have no �rst-order (rela-tional) correspondence property, by weaker (functional)correspondence properties.Note, the notation used in Figure 1 is very much ab-breviated. It is known as the world path notation. Sub-scripts indicate the sort of a symbol. For example, xnis a variable of sort AFn. fn0 is a Skolem function ofsort AF0. The absence of subscripts as for z and h1nmindicates being of sort AFE . The variable w� is of sortAF�R, which is the supersort of all sorts AFn.P1 has the following reading: if w� is an arbitrary(path to a) world from which a path leads to a set ofworlds with more than n worlds (den(w�); : : :) then forany path xn to a set X of worlds with jXj > n and anyworld z in this set there exists a path fn0 (w�; xn; z) to anon-empty set B and any y in this set is also in X. Thisimplies fzg � X.

7 Symbolic arithmetical reasoning forALCN+ and graded modal logicEvidently, because of the exact correspondence betweenALCN+ and the graded modal logic K, Theorem 3 re-mains true if we replace `graded modal formula' and 'by `concept' and C, respectively. Consequently we mayapply the inference method of Ohlbach et al. 1995 forALCN+ too. The method uses theory resolution basedon P1{P12. This has the advantage that instead ofcounting constants we use traditional resolution togetherwith symbolic arithmetical reasoning. We demonstratethis by way of two examples.Example 1 Consider the set of concepts(� 1 R (� 1 R (� 4 R >)));(� 1 R (� 1 R (� 3 R >)));(� 1 R (� 1 R >));(� 1 R >): (4)The corresponding set of K-formulae are303033>; 303023?; 3021?; 21?: (5)The conjunction of (4) is incoherent (or unsatis�able).This amounts to the same thing as saying, the set (5) isinconsistent.Above we derived the functional translation (3) for the�rst concept in (4). The functional translation for theremaining concepts is obtained analogously. The setsreduce to the following set of clauses.C1 :de0([]) C5 de3([c0x0d0y0])C2 :de0([a0x]) C6 de1([e0x00])C3 :de3([a0xb0y]) C7 de1([])C4 :de0([c0x0])The clauses C1, C2 and C3 represent (3). The emptypath [] replaces the world variable w. a0 and b0 are theSkolem constant associated with � and �. The variablesx and y are associated with  and �.Now, we demonstrate how we can use P1{P12 andrefutational theorem proving together with limited sym-bolic arithmetic to verify the claim that the conjunctionof (4) is incoherent. For the refutation we use P1 withn = 0 and P6 with n = 0 and m = 0. P1 can im-mediately be simpli�ed with clause C1. The instancesare:P10 [f00 ([]; x0; z)y] = [x0z]P60 de0(w�); :de1(w�); [w�x0k100(w�; x0; y0)]= [w�y0k200(w�; x0; y0)]:The result of simultaneously resolving P60, C1, and C7using the uni�er fw� 7! []g isC8 [x0k100([]; x0; y0)] = [y0k200([]; x0; y0)]:Paramodulating with C8 and uni�erfx0 7! a0; x 7! k100([]; a0; y0)g;



C3 becomes (this means we do equality replacement withuni�cation in C3 using the equation C8)C9 :de3([y0k200([]; a0; y0)b0y]):This becomes C10 :de3([x0zb0y])when paramodulating with P10 using the uni�erfy0 7! f00 ([]; x0; z); y 7! k200([]; a0; y0)g:We resolve P60 and C4 using uni�erfw� 7! [c0x]; x0 7! xgto getC11 :de1([c0x]); [c0xx00k100([c0x]; x00; y00)] =[c0xy00k200([c0x]; x00; y00)]:Now, use the uni�erfx0 7! c0; x0 7! z 7! x; x00 7! d0;y00 7! b0; y0 7! k100([c0x]; d0; b0);y 7! k200([c0x]; d0; b0)gand apply E-resolution to C5, C10 and C11 and getC12 :de1([c0x]):(This means we resolve between C5 and C10 using anequation in C11.) Resolving this with C6 using E-resolution with C8 yields the empty clause. The uni�eris fx0 7! e0; x00 7! k100([]; e0c0);y0 7! c0; x00 7! k200([]; e0c0)g:Note, the computational e�ort does not depend onthe numbers we use. The proof of this example is notsigni�cantly di�erent for other (possibly large) values.Example 2 Suppose the universe consists of at mostthirty horses. If there are at least twenty horses thatare white and there are at least twenty horses that areblack, then there are at least ten zebras. Let W denotethe set of white horses and B the set of black horses.Then W \ B denotes the set of zebras.A standard tableaux system for the number operatorswould generate twenty witnesses forW , twenty witnessesfor B and then it would need to identify ten of them inorder not to exceed the limit of thirty. But there arecombinatorically many ways for identifying ten of them.In our system we prove the conjecture by showing thefollowing set of ALCN+ concepts is incoherent:(� 20 R W ); (� 20 R B);(� 30 R ?); (� 9 R :(W u B)):The corresponding set of K-formulae are:319W; 319B; 230?; 29:(W ^B):We could choose any other suitable combination of num-bers. This would not change the structure of the proofat all. The translation into �rst-order clause form is::de19([])^W ([a19x]); :de19([]) ^B([b19x]);de30([]); de9([]) _ :W ([y9c]) _ :B([y9c]):

The corresponding set of clauses consists of:C1 :de19([])C2 W ([a19x])C3 B([b19y])C4 de30([])C5 de9([]); :W ([y9c]); :B([y9c])Resolve C5 with P3 and C1 and eliminate the de9([])literal from C5 leaving:C 05 :W ([y9c]); :B([y9c])We resolve the instance of P9 with n = m = 19, j = 9,namelyP90 de19([]); :de30([]);[f71919 99 ([]; x19; x019)u] =[x19f619 19 9([]; x019; u)];with C1 and C4 and obtainC6 [f71919 99 ([]; x19; x019)u]= [x019f61919 9([]; x019; u)]:Applying the uni�erfy9 7! f71919 99 ([]; x19; x019); u 7! cg;we can use this in a paramodulation step with C 05 result-ing in C7 :W ([x019f61919 9([]; x019; c)]);:B([f71919 99 ([]; x19; x019)c])Unify in C2 and C7 withfx019 7! a19; x 7! f619 19 9([]; x019; c)g:Resolving C2 and C7 yieldsC8 :B([f71919 99 ([]; x19; a19)c]):Now we use the following instance of P8:P80 de19(w�); :de30(w�);[w�f719 19 99 (w�; x19; x019)u] =[w�x19f519 19 9(w�; x19; u)]This can be reduced with C1 and C4 to the equationC9 [f71919 99 ([]; x19; x019)u] =[x19f51919 9([]; x19; u)];which we can now use in a paramodulation step with C8.We get C10 :B([x19f51919 9([]; x19; c)]):The empty clause is obtained if we resolve C10 with C3using the appropriate uni�er.



8 ConclusionIn description logics with quali�ed number restrictionsit is possible to express properties of �nite sets. Theusual constraint inference algorithms similar to thosedescribed in Schmidt-Schau� and Smolka 1991 and Hol-lunder and Baader 1991 generate for all sets used in theproof at least as many constants (witnesses) as the car-dinality of each set. Even for moderate values a vastnumber of witnesses are generated which are processedby case distinctions in the proof. For weaker descriptionlanguages considered by Donini et al. 1994 and Calvaneseet al. 1994 reasoning with unquali�ed number restric-tions by case distinction can be avoided.In this paper we have considered an alternativemethod for reasoning with both quali�ed and unquali-�ed number restriction which does not have the overheadof evaluating case distinctions. Instead the method useslimited arithmetical reasoning. The method was devel-oped for graded modal logics and can be readily appliedto all description languages that are included inALCN+.We showed that there is a close correspondence betweenALCN and the graded modal logic K. In fact, thereis an exact correspondence between the terminologicaloperators and the modal operators.We conclude with two remarks. (i) In the examplesonly one role R was used. The approach can be ap-plied to description logics with multiple roles (withoutrole de�nitions), too. (ii) We have restricted our atten-tion to TBox reasoning. This corresponds directly tothat in modal logic. We haven't accounted for A-Boxreasoning about concrete instantiations of concepts/setsand roles/relations. The functional translation appliedto A-Box terms generates many equations. It is not im-mediate how these can be treated e�ciently. It remainsto be investigated how the method can be extended tohandle ABox reasoning as well.References[Buchheit et al., 1993] M. Buchheit, F. M. Donini, andA. Schaerf. Decidable reasoning in terminologicalknowledge representation systems. J. Arti�cial Intel-ligence Research, 1:109{138, 1993.[Calvanese et al., 1994] D. Calvanese, M. Lenzerini, andD. Nardi. A uni�ed framework for class-based repre-sentation formalisms. In Proc. of KR'94, pages 109{120, 1994.[de Caro, 1988] F. de Caro. Graded modalities II. StudiaLogica, 47:1{10, 1988.[Donini et al., 1994] F. M. Donini, M. Lenzerini, D.Nardi, and A. Schaerf. Deduction in concept lan-guages: From subsumption to instance checking. J.Logic Computat., 4(4):423{452, 1994.[Fine, 1972] K. Fine. In so many possible worlds. NotreDame Journal of Formal Logic, 13(4):516{520, 1972.[Gabbay and Ohlbach, 1992] D. M. Gabbay and H. J.Ohlbach. Quanti�er elimination in second-order pred-
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